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Set your engine on the correct stroke & position for installation, as follows:  
motor not completely assembled, use conventional ‘front valves closed’ method; 

 
motor fully assembled, you may find the following method easier: 
    a) Remove your rear spark plug only.  
    b) Kick until you feel front cylinder compression; rear piston will be on the way up.  
    c) Continue turning the motor until the rear piston gets to the top. At this point, the correct front cylinder advanced timing mark 
will be just appearing in the back of the inspection hole. Continue until it is centered.  
  
You will be temporarily installing the drive unit in your engine, but first you will need to understand about the spacer (2 are 
provided): That little round spacer is to be used underneath the bolt-down tab on the drive housing when installing. By removing 
the spacer(s), you can lower the drive housing, which will give you more head-fin clearance-- enough so the mag head can be 
installed with the cap (and all four screws) intact. Please note, if your engine has had a magneto in the past, chances are the fins 
have been clearanced, and you will not need to remove the spacer. You also have the option of trimming your head fin(s) now for 
clearance. Spacer must be in place when running engine. On early pans, back of relay boss must be filed, or removed entirely (if 
not already done). NOTE: Thicker spacer runs the drive gear in the middle of the teeth. Under certain circumstances a thinner 
spacer can be used,  or both together for more height.  Also, changing height will  change the cam position slightly.  
  
Remove magneto cap (not required if clear). Set magneto rotor so narrow cam lobe is located counter-clockwise from cam 
follower as in Picture 2, and breaker points are just opening. This is your correct advanced timing position. On the bottom of the 
magneto, note position of hex socket in relation to mounting studs. Hex on drive unit will need to line up to engage with the socket 
(may vary from picture). If hex position on drive is not similar to socket, position can be changed 12° by removing drive, turning 
hex one flat+, and reinstalling. Repeat if necessary. Position is correct when magneto has enough movement in slots to set 
advanced and retard timings. Securely fasten drive unit  to your engine with spacer in place (NOTE: Early HD cases use a ¼-24 bolt, 
use your original distributor bolt, HD # 3779.  Most aftermarkets use ¼-20).  
  
Apply grease to hex drive and magneto base plate. Install magneto with washers, lockwashers, and stopnuts. Tighten nuts until 
lockwashers  begin to compress. Install timing adjustment screws and pieces of the small spring (cut as required), using blue 
loctite. Attach the large spring between front (retarded) adjusting screw and rear magneto mount stud. Set advanced timing (rear 
adjusting screw) visually as outlined and shown above. Although static timing is all that is required, timing can be dialed in exactly 
by using Morris Magneto p/n KATT, timing and testing tool. Re-install cap if off  (make sure coil springs line up), tighten 1/8 turn 
past hand-tight. Retard timing adjusting screw should be set so that end of magneto moves approximately 3/4" from advanced 
timing position. Retard timing is used for starting and can also be used for idling. When riding, magneto must be advanced, or you 
could overheat engine.  
  
With the proper mounting nuts tension, magneto will stay retarded for starting and idling. As the throttle is opened, vibration from 
the engine permits the spring to pull the magneto advanced automatically. For racing applications, we recommend a stronger 
advanced spring and/or greater hold-down nuts tension. Stud on side of magneto is used to "kill" magneto with a grounding toggle 
switch or lever (p/n KSL). Do not connect to your 12-volt system!  
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